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Abstract 
We develop a neural network model that relieves time-consuming trial-and-error computer 
experiments usually performed in problem-solving with networks where problems, including 
the traveling salesman problem, pattern matching and pattern classification/learning, are 
formulated as optimization problems with constraint. First, we specify and uniquely distinguish 
the model as a set of constituent functions that should comply with restrictive conditions. Next, 
we demonstrate that it is unified, i.e., it yields most current networks. Finally, we verify that it is 
constructive, i.e. we show a standard method that systematically constructs from a given 
optimization problem a particular network in that model to solve it. 
1. Introduction 
Deterministic neural networks constitute a class of fundamental useful networks 
that have been applied to a variety of real-world application problems [7, 11, 151. 
Many of these application problems, formulated as optimization problems with 
constraint, include for instance the traveling salesman problem (TSP), pattern match- 
ing and pattern classification/learning. The deterministic network (henceforth, the 
network simply), activated by a single initial input, changes its states into the final to 
produce an output response, subject to deterministic rules. A number of particular 
networks were developed individually to solve particular optimization problems: e.g., 
Hopfield networks to the TSP; Cohen-Grossberg networks to pattern matching; 
layer networks to pattern classification/learning [3-6, 10, 11, 15, 161. 
Most of these problem-solving methods are tightly bound to particular application 
problems as well as network implementation methods. Moreover, to some extent, they 
exploit trial-and-error computer experiments with heuristics rather than solid the- 
ories. It thus is quite difficult to generalize or extend any of them to those applicable to 
a wider range of application problems. Hence, we think it one of the urgent important 
issues in network research to develop a unified network model that is also construc- 
tive. Here the term “constructive” means that there can be some method that 
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systematically constructs from given optimization problems in some wide class 
particular networks in that model to solve them. 
Developing such a model essentially requires elucidation of underlying properties 
of the network shared by all the problem-solving methods [16, 181. There are two 
types of the properties distinguished: external behavioral properties and internal 
structural properties. The former behavioral property characterizes emergent 
cooperative network behavior that can be observed from input-output pairs of the 
network. It thus is naturally associated with optimization problems to be solved with 
the network. Furthermore, it is obviously recognized that this external behavior arises 
inherently from the deterministic rules embedded into internal structure of the 
network. The latter structural property then characterizes componentwise network 
structure that is constructed with usual units and synapses. 
Most of the behavioral properties are well interpreted by previous models 
in [7, 16, 17, 191 recently developed for general or particular networks. Golden 
[7] states that a broad range of networks from back-propagation to Hopfield/ 
Cohen-Grossberg networks can be viewed as maximum a posteriori estimation 
algorithms. Also, Van Hulle and Orban [17] reveal general representational 
and processing capability of probabilistic networks including in particular deter- 
ministic ones. As to particular networks, Simic [16] and Yuille [19] clarify that 
Hopfield networks [ 10, 1 l] and elastic nets [4, 51 share certain underlying statistical 
mechanics. 
The structural property, by contrast, has hardly been investigated or even men- 
tioned by previous research. To those, however, who wish to solve optimization 
problems with networks, it is of central importance to construct particular network 
structures that can yield external behavior required for solving target optimization 
problems. In fact, currently, they usually are enforced to carry out time-consuming 
trial-and-error computer experiments to obtain suitable network structures. Hence, 
we in this paper will develop a unified constructive structure model for the purpose of 
relieving them of this burden (refer also to Fig. 1). 
The paper is comprised of seven sections. In Section 2, we will specify a struc- 
ture model that is capable of yielding the behavioral properties interpreted by 
[7, 16, 17, 191. In Section 3, we will uniquely distinguish network intrinsic 
structures of the model that are inherently involved only in the model, separated from 
network implementation techniques and application problems to be solved. In Sec- 
tion 4, we will demonstrate that the model is unified, more specifically, it yields most 
current networks for the problem-solving including, in particular, typical Hopfield 
networks [11] and layer networks [15]. In Section 5, we will verify that it is 
constructive as well, by showing a specific standard method explicitly that systemati- 
cally constructs from given optimization problems in a certain wide class particular 
networks in the model to solve them. Additionally in Section 6, we will show 
a particular example of the standard method applied to solve the TSP. Finally in 
Section 7, we will summarize our results (four theorems and a corollary) and also refer 
to some future work. 
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Fig. 1. The background for a unified constructive network model for problem-solving. 
2. Specification of a structure model 
2.1. Scope of networks 
In order to cover current and future deterministic networks in a range as wide as 
possible, we consider a general class of networks characterized by the following 
principal features: 
(a) From the behavioral viewpoint, the network is activated by a single initial input 
from an outer environment, and then, subject to deterministic rules internally embed- 
ded, changes its states into the final to produce responses as time progresses. A time 
index takes analogue values on some interval or is fixed to some single value. The 
digital time index can be considered conceptually a special case of the analogue one 
although specific techniques developed later need slight modification. 
(b) From the structural viewpoint, the network is a mesh-shaped interconnected 
network that consists of usual units and synapses where unit activation levels and 
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synapse weights take continuous values on some intervals. Layer networks are 
considered a special case of the mesh-shaped one. In addition, discontinuous unit 
activation levels and synapse weights [lo] can be considered conceptually a special 
case of the continuous one although specific techniques developed later need slight 
modification. 
The above class of networks includes most current fundamental and useful net- 
works: for example, recurrent networks such as the Hopfield network [ll], Co- 
hen-Grossberg networks [3], elastic networks [4,5] and Kohonen networks [6]; and 
besides, layer networks for pattern classification/learning such as back-propagation 
networks [15]. By contrast, it excludes any of advanced nondeterministic networks: 
for example, probabilistic networks such as Boltzmann machines [l] that behaves on 
the basis of some probabilistic rules; and furthermore, adaptive networks such as 
human brains that can dynamically adapt themselves to outer environmental state- 
change. 
2.2. Specification of a structure model 
Among other reference network models from which our specification starts, we 
have the Cohen-Grossberg network [3] as well as the Hopfield model [ll] parti- 
cularly in mind since the latter is a pioneer for the problem-solving and then the 
former, the generalization of the latter, is put on a solid mathematical grounds and 
thus suitable for our purpose. 
Let us use the following notation to indicate usual primitive network constituents 
(i,j = 1, . . ..N). 
t is a time index, t E [O, co); At is a small amount of time, At 2 0; K(t) is a unit 
activation level of and output from unit i at t, V(t) z (q(t)); Tj(t) is a synapse weight 
from unit j to unit i at t, T(t) z (7;,j(t)); Dy and Drare closed domains of V(t) and T(t), 
respectively, D s Dyx DT; and Xi(t) is an input to unit i at t, x(t) z (xi(t)). 
We will often omit function variable t; for instance, 5 instead of K(t). 
Then we specify a structure model for the deterministic networks as follows (refer 
also to Fig. 2). 
Definition 1. A structure model (simply, Model) is a mesh-shaped interconnected 
network consisting of N units and N2 synapses that satisfies the following conditions 
(Cl)-(C4). 
(Cl) The model is a compound system that consists of a transformation system 
(TS) and a dynamical system (DS). 
(C2) The DS consists of a unit DS and a synapse DS. 
(C3) Constituent functions of the Model, denoted by (x, o, QI, v), must comply with 
some At-shift form of a set of global compatibility conditions and local compatibility 
conditions. 
(C4) The DS must have some Lyapunov function (LF) denoted by L( V, T). 
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Fig. 2. Specification scheme of the network structure model. 
Each component of the Model, namely, the TS, the DS, the LF or the set of 
compatibility conditions together with At-shift forms, is to be specified in detail in the 
following four successive subsections. 
Let us here make some remarks on our modelling techniques that underlie the 
specification of the Model by Definition 1. 
(a) Among other reference networks from which our specification starts, we have 
the Cohen-Grossberg network [3] as well as the Hopfield network [l l] principally in 
mind. This is because the latter is pioneer one for problem-solving while the former, 
a generalization of the latter, is put on a solid mathematical grounds. 
(b) In order to make our Model specification independent of any application 
problems (optimization problems) as well as any implementation methods, we will 
specify the Model mathematically. Each constituent of the Model such as unit 
activation level K(t), synapse weight zj(t), input xi(t) and Lyapunov function L( V, T) 
is specified as a function. The TS is specified as a set of functions that satisfies a certain 
functional equations. The DS is represented by ordinary differential equations. In 
addition, the two compatibility conditions are specified as functional equations. 
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Fig. 3. A modeling technique from physical networks to the model. 
(c) In most physical networks, there exists small time-delay At between inputs to 
and outputs from each unit. That is, input-output transformation at unit i is 
represented by the one from xi(t) to K(t + At) for Vt 2 0. This time delay At has 
significant implication on some problem-solving context [3-5, 111, while it can be 
neglected in the other [6, 151. In order to unify both the cases of the network, we 
employ an ideal specification of the network where it is decomposed into a time- 
independent constituent and a time-dependent constituent. Specifically, the Model is 
specified as a compound system consisting of the time-independent TS and the 
time-dependent DS (refer to Fig. 3). 
(d) Our Model specification is made separately for each of the TS and DS; and 
besides, locally at each individual of the units and synapses. It is due to this separate 
and individual specification method that we must introduce the compatibility condi- 
tions, restrictions on the constituent functions (x, o, fp, q) of the Model. That is, they 
ensure that all the pieces of specification together can form a whole consistent 
specification of the Model. 
(e) The DS needs to exhibit its behavior appropriately associated with optimization 
problems to be solved by means of the Model. Specifically, final states of the DS 
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should yield solutions to the optimization problem. For this purpose, we ensure that 
the DS should asymptotically converge, by placing the condition (C4) on the DS; it is 
used most prevalently for the asymptotical convergence. 
2.3. The transformation system 
The TS is a mathematically ideal system that materializes a time-independent 
deterministic input-output transformation rule at each unit. 
The simplest physical transformation system is represented by the McCulloch- 
Pitts neuron model [14], in which most current networks have their origins. The 
transformation system of the Cohen-Grossberg network is considered its analogue 
version that is represented by 
&(t + At) = o(xi(t)), (la) 
Xi(t) = C TV vj(t) - ep, 
j 
(lb) 
where W(xi) E C2 (two-times continuously differentiable) is bounded, monotonically 
increasing such as sigmoidal functions, and Tz and 0: are constants such that 
T$ = Tie, for all i and j. Biologically, T$ and (3: indicate a synapse weight and 
a threshold, respectively. 
Then we specify the TS of the Model by generalizing constituent functions in (1) 
while assigning 0 to At so that we can perform easier mathematical manipulations on 
the Model. 
Definition 2. The TS of the Model is specified as a pair of functions (x, w) that satisfies 
the conditions. 
vi(t) = mi(xi(t)h 
xi(t) = C vij(Tij(t))Vj(vj(t)) - ei(vi(t)). 
Here each transformation function Oi(Xi) E C2 is bounded, monotonically increasing; 
and besides, all the constituent functions vij( rij), qj( Vj) and Oi( vi) of xi belong to C1 
(continuously differentiable). 
We have put that v G (Vij), q s (qj), 8 E (ei), x s (v, t/, 0) and o s (wi). Also we will 
often omit function variables Tj and Vj: for instance, vij and qj instead of vij(qj) and 
Yfj( r/3), respectively. 
We have left time t in Eq. (2) to indicate explicitly that the variables xi(t), Vi(t), Vj(t) 
and Tij(t) in (2) must all appear at the same time t. Eq. (2), however, virtually specifies 
a transformation from the time-independent real variable xi to the time-independent 
real variable Vi. 
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The assumption in Definition 2 that Oi(Xi) E C2 and Vij( zj), qj( 4) and Oi( 6) E C’ is 
justified by usual implementation methods such as electrical circuits where most 
functions of variables K and Tij are realized with sufficient smoothness. 
2.4. The dynamical system 
The DS is a system that, as usual, incorporates a deterministic time-evolutionary 
state-changing rule of each unit activation level G(t) and synapse weight T,j(t). 
Golden [7] interprets network behavioral properties of time-evolutionary state- 
changes for the problem-solving in the following unified manner. 
(a) Network behavior to optimization problems such as the TSP, pattern matching, 
pattern classification is characterized by a dynamical system with some Lyapunov 
function F( V, T”) of variable V, which for instance is expressed by the following 
first-order differential equation system (we will discuss Lyapunov functions in detail 
separately in Section 2.5). 
d V/dt = dF( V, T’)/a V. (3) 
Here T” denotes a constant synapse weight vector. 
(b) Network behavior to optimization problems such as learning is characterized 
by a dynamical system with some Lyapunov function G( V, T), which is expressed by 
the following first-order differential equation system. 
dT/dt = aG( V, T)/a V. (4) 
Although membrane current of biological nerve fibers is precisely interpreted by the 
Hodgkin-Huxley second-order partial differential equation system [9], most current 
networks adopt simpler models of neural dynamical systems represented by first- 
order ordinary differential equation system (3) or (4). For instance, the dynamical 
system of the Cohen-Grossberg network, intended to be applied to parallel memory 
storages (pattern matching), is expressed by a particular form of (3), i.e., 
d V,/dt = a( 6) i bi( vi) - C TBCj( 6) j 1 , (5) 
where ai is a function such that ai > 0; bi(&) a continuous function; and 
besides, cj( 5) a continuous, differentiable, monotonically increasing function. Hence 
we will specify the DS of the Model by generalizing (5) into a canonical form of the 
first-order ordinary differential equation system of (V, T) that includes, as particular 
cases, not only (3) but also (4). 
Definition 3. The DS of the Model is specified as a pair of functions (p,, v) that are 
constituent functions of the following canonical form of the first-order ordinary 
differential equation system. 
dT/,/dt = Cpi( I’, T), (64 
d&jldt = Il/ij( V, T). (W 
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Here qi( V, 2’) and $ij( V, 2’) are both C 1 functions. Equation subsystems (6a) and (6b) 
are named the unit DS and the synapse DS, respectively. 
Since all the synapse weights Tj of the Cohen-Grossberg network are constants T,pj, 
its synapse DS is considered an especially trivial case of (6b), i.e., 
dTjJdt = 0 for all i and j. (7) 
This implies in particular that the DS (6) is indeed a generalization of the one (5) (7) of 
the Cohen-Grossberg network. 
The assumption in Definition 3 that qi( V, T) E C’ and $ij( V, T) E C’ is also 
justified by usual implementation methods. This assumption enables the classical 
Cauchy’s solution existence theorem [2] in ordinary differential equation to ensure 
that there exists a unique solution of (6) that satisfies the initial condition 
(v(O), T(0)) = ( Vo, To), where (6, G) . 1s any given point of D. The reason follows. 
First of all, the Cauchy’s theorem for DS is generally stated as follows. 
Cauchy’s solution existence theorem. Let @i(t, V, T) and Ytj(t, V, T) be bounded con- 
tinuousfunctions in a closed domain D* s [0, to] x D that satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
in D*. Consider also the following general first-order ordinary diflerential equation 
system: 
dK/dt = @i(t, I’, Z’), (8a) 
dT,/dt = Yij(t, V, T). (8b) 
Then there exists a unique solution of (8) that satisfies the initial condition 
(Y(O), T(0)) = (VI, To). 
Continuous differentiability of functions is one of the most verifiable sufficient 
conditions to satisfy the Lipschitz condition. Hence, system (6) turns out a particular 
form of (8). Thus the Cauchy’s theorem in fact ensures the unique solution existence 
of (6). 
We will denote by (V(t), T(t)) or (V, 2’) simply, the unique solution of (8) i.e. the 
unique trajectory of the DS starting from (V,, To) at t = 0. 
2.5. The Lyapunov function 
Following the Golden’s interpretation (3), (4) of the network behavior, we in 
Definition 1 have specified the condition (C4) of the Model regarding the LF. Let us 
here look at (C4) more specifically. 
To begin with, the LF of the DS is defined in the following general way [8, 131. 
Definition 4. Suppose that ( Y EQ , TEQ) E D be any equilibrium point of the DS. Assume 
also that L( V, T) be a function, continuous on some neighborhood U c D of 
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( VEQ, TEQ) and differentiable on U - (Y EQ TEQ). Then, L( V, T) is called an LF at ,
( VEQ, TEQ) if it satisfies the following Lyapunov conditions (Ll) and (L2). 
(Ll) L( V, T) > L( VEQ, TEQ) for all YE lJ - ( VEQ, TEQ). 
(L2) dL( V, T)/dt < 0 along all trajectories (V, T) of the DS contained in 
U - ( VEQ, TEQ). 
The following Lyapunov’s stability theorem [S, 133 in dynamical system theory 
ensures that if the DS has some LF at an equilibrium point ( VEQ, TEQ), then it is 
asymptotically stable, i.e. the trajectory (V(t), T(t)) converges to it. This elucidates one 
of the most important behavioral properties of the DS. 
Lyapunov’s tability theorem. Assume that the DS does have an LF. Then any equilib- 
rium point (V*, T*) E D of the DS is asymptotically stable, that is, the trajectory 
(V(t), T(t)) converges to (V*, T*) as time t goes to infinity. 
Generally, there have been no systematic techniques found to draw Lyapunov 
functions from a given dynamical system. Trial-and-error techniques need to be 
devised in each individual particular case. Nonetheless, Cohen and Grossberg [3] for 
instance found a global LF, denoted by L CGN( V), from the DS (5) of their network. 
Here, LCGN( V) is a function defined on Dv and expressed by 
s Vi &3M(v) = - c bi(vi)ci(vi)dvt + (1/2)C T$ccj(vj)ck( V,), i 0 i k (9) 
where c:(vi) indicates the derivative of c!(v) with respect o v, and evaluated at vi. By 
the Lyapunov’s stability theorem, every equilibrium point of the DS (5) is thus 
asymptotically stable, that is, the DS (5) asymptotically converges to its stable 
equilibrium points starting from any initial points. 
2.6. The set of compatibility conditions 
Most current networks have been physically implemented into some suitable 
hardware and/or software like the Hopfield network into electrical circuits. These 
physical networks evidently show suitable behavior for their purposes. 
In contrast, we in Definition 1 have adopted to specify the Model in an abstract 
manner. In each of Definitions 2 and 3, the specification is made locally at each unit or 
synapse regardless of the specification at the rest of the units and synapses. In 
addition, the specification of the DS in Definition 3 is provided separately from that of 
the TS in Definition 2. 
Our specification method of the Model thus requires necessary and sufficient 
conditions for ensuring that each of the constituent functions x = (v, 1,0), o, Q, and 
w in (2), (6) is compatible with one another both time-independently and time- 
evolutionarily. That is, the TS (2) should exhibit no contradictory time-independent 
behavior for all inputs (V, T) E D. At the same time, the DS (6) should exhibit no 
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contradictory time-evolutionary behavior starting from any initial state supplied by 
the TS (2). 
We ensure such behavior of the TS and the DS by specifying a set of compatibility 
conditions enforced on the constituent functions x, w, p and w of the Model: the 
former behavior of the TS by the set of global compatibility conditions and the latter 
behavior of the TS and the DS by the set of local compatibility conditions. Now, let us 
specify in detail each set of conditions including how to apply it to physical networks. 
2.6.1. The set of global compatibility conditions 
The set of global compatibility conditions ensures the TS (2) time-independent 
compatibility of each input-output transformation rule at unit i with all the other 
input-output transformation rules. We obtain it from (2) by substituting the right- 
hand side of (2b) for xi in the right-hand side of (2a). 
Definition 5. The set of global compatibility conditions is a necessary and sufficient 
condition that ensures solution existence of a functional equation system 
(10) 
where Xi = 0; ‘(vi) indicates the inverse function of 6 = Wi(Xi). 
System (10) consists of N equations with (x, w) unknown functions and (V, T) 
independent variables. The solution existence of (10) implies that there exists at least 
one valid combination of functions (x, o) satisfying (10) that share at least one point 
(V, T) E D in common. 
Let us then consider how system (10) should be fulfilled by physical networks. 
Transformation systems of most current networks are usually represented by time- 
dependent functional equation systems like (1) that have time-delay At > 0 where, in 
general, K(t + At) # K(t). However, our system (10) represents mathematically ideal 
time-independent conditions on (x, o) where At = 0, or equally, h(t + At) = K(t) 
since it is derived from (2) instead of (1). We thus cannot expect that, in its present 
form, (10) is exactly fulfilled by most current physical networks. Hence, as mentioned 
in (C3) of Definition 1, we claim instead that physical networks should comply with 
some At-shift form of (10). Here, the At-shift form of a general functional equation 
system is defined in the following general way. 
Definition 6. Consider a general functional equation system that is expressed by 
H(x, 0, V7 w) = 0. (11) 
Then, each functional equation system derived from (11) by replacing more than one 
variable instances of V(t) with those of V(t + At) (At >/ 0), is called a At-shift form 
of (11). 
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Note. For terminology convenience, we call (11) itself a At-shift form of (11) where 
At = 0. 
2.6.2. The set of local compatibility conditions 
The set of local compatibility conditions ensures the TS (2) and the DS (6) 
time-evolutionary compatibility for all t E [0, co) of each state-changing rule of K(t) 
and zj(t) specified by (6) with each input-output transformation rule at unit i speci- 
fied by (2). 
We obtain it from (2) and (6). First, substitute the right-hand side of (2b) for xi on the 
right-hand side of (2a). Differentiate then the resultant equation with respect o t, and 
we have the differential equation system: 
d F/dt = (doi/dxi) 2 vij(dqj/d Q)(d Vj/dt) + C (dvij/dTj) (dTj/dt)qj 
j j 
- (d0i/d &)(d V,/dt) . (12) 
Next, substitute the right-hand sides of (6) for (d f$/dt) and (dzj/dt) in the both-hand 
sides of (12), and we obtain the set of local compatibility conditions as follows. 
Definition 7. The set of local compatibility conditions is a necessary and sufficient 
condition that ensures solution existence of a functional equation system 
qi(dwi/dxi) C vij(dqj/dvj)qj + 1 (dvij/dzj)ll/ijqj - (dei/dK)Cpi = 0. (13) 
j i 
System (13) consists of N equations with (x, w, I, vu) unknown functions and (V, T) 
independent variables. The solution existence of (13) also implies that there exists at 
least one valid combination of functions (x, w, I, vv) satisfying (13) that share at least 
one point (V, T) E D in common. Similarly to (lo), we claim that physical networks 
should comply with some At-shift form of (13). 
3. Distinguishing network intrinsic structures of the model 
The Model specified by Definition 1 includes a variety of specific networks to be 
developed in the future as well as having been developed previously. We capture each 
individual specific network by its intrinsic structure separated from network imple- 
mentation techniques and application problems to be solved with it. Such network 
structure is represented by a valid combination of all the constituent functions 
(x, w, I, v) of the Model. This section uniquely distinguishes each structure of the 
Model by elucidating how it is determined from freely selectable network factors. 
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3.1. Structure classes 
We begin with the definition of structures. 
Definition 8. A set of constituent functions (x, w, bp, v) is called a structure of the 
Model if it is a valid combination, i.e. it satisfies the conditions (Cl)-(C4) in 
Definition 1. Denote a structure by S or (x, o, q, r). 
Next, we are going to proceed to classify all the structures into two classes each of 
which also is associated with a certain class of optimization problems. Consider the 
Model with any representative structure S = (x, o, ~0, v). First of all, we prepare two 
conceptions that play a key role in the structure classification: movable domains and 
compatible domains. 
(a) Movable domains 
Let M0 denote a set of all the points (V,, T,,) E D that the DS is allowed to take as its 
initial points (Y(O), T(0)). Then we define a movable domain M of S as a set of all the 
points on all the trajectories of the DS in D starting from an initial point of M,,: 
M = {(v(t), T(t)) E DI t E CO, co), (Vo, To) E M,}. (14) 
Domain M represents a variable domain of the external behavior of the Model 
naturally associated with optimization problems, but is difficult to be specifically 
calculable directly from S. 
(b) Compatible domains 
Corresponding to the ith equation of system (lo), we set c (i = 1, . . . , N) as 
&s (?‘, T)ED C~ij(~j)rlj(Vj)-6i(l/i)-_O;‘(vi)=O 
i I 
(15) 
j 
and then define a global compatible domain I- of S by 
rq-jc. (16) 
Similarly, corresponding to the ith equation of system (13), we define a local 
compatible domain n of S by 
ni s (I’, 2’) E D(Cpi - (doi/dxi) C Vij(dqj/dvj)qj + C (dvij/dT,j)$ijqj 
j j 
- (dti</dv)Cpi = 0 , 1 I (17) 
Let us here sketch out a geometrical view of the compatible domains for visualiz- 
ation. Domain c forms itself into a hypersurface with its Euclidean dimension dim(G) 
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satisfying the condition that 
N2+N-1<dim(~)QNZ+N (19) 
in an (N2 + N)-dimensional Euclidean space D, and thus domain r a hypersurface in 
D with its dimension dim(r) satisfying the condition that 
N2 d dim(f) < N2 + N = dim(D). (20) 
From (15), (16), the equation “dim(T) = N2 + N” holds in (20) if and only if the TS 
structure (x, w) is trivial, i.e., 
Vij(~j) = Vg for all ~j, 
?j(Vj)= 117 for all Vj, 
O,(K)+ O;'(K)= X0 for all vi, (21) 
where v& ~7 and ~0 indicate certain constants. Thus, we henceforth suppose that 
N2 < dim(r) d N2 + N - 1 = dim(D) - 1 (22) 
instead of (20). 
Similarly, domains z4i and /i are hypersurfaces in D with dim(/li) and dim(A) that 
satisfy the conditions that 
NZ + N - 1 Q dim(AJ < N2 + N, (23) 
N2 < dim(n) < N2 + N = dim(D). (24) 
In contrast with r however, the equation “dim(A) = N2 + N” in (24) is able to be 
satisfied by nontrivial structures (x, o, I, v), not to mention trivial one. We thus need 
to consider all the varieties of dim(n) in (24). 
A pair of domains r and n represents a variable domain of the compatibility 
conditions, and thus is specifically calculable directly from S. Furthermore, since 
variable (V(t), T(t)) of the Model must be movable exactly on the intersection of both 
the domains of r and ,JI, it follows from the definition (14) of M that 
M=rnA. (25) 
This equation (25) states that the domain pair (f, A) fully conveys all behavioral 
properties of the Model that can be captured by M. Hence, on the basis of the 
dimensional varieties of r and ,4 in (22) and (24), we specify the following two 
structure classes. 
Definition 9. Let S be any structure of the Model. 
(a) S is in a loosely-constrained class when it satisfies the dimension condition that 
N2 < dim(r) < N2 + N - 1 = dim(D) - 1, and dim(A) = IV2 + N = &m(D). 
(26) 
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(b) S is in a tightly-constrained class when it satisfies the dimension condition that 
N2 G dim(r) d N* + N - 1 = dim(D) - 1, and 
N2 d dim(A) < N2 + N = dim(D). (27) 
Let us make a remark on a striking feature of the two structure classes that 
relatively distinguishes one from the other. From (25) and Definition 9, we have that 
M complies with the condition that 
M = r = 6 = Gfor all i and j ifdim = N2 + N - 1 (28a) 
or 
M=rc&foralliifdim(r)~N~+N-1, 
when S is loosely constrained; on the other hand, the condition 
(28b) 
M=rnA; r=fi=Tjforalliandj; AicDforalliifdim(r)=N2+N-1 
(29a) 
or 
M = r n A; r c fi for all i; A c Ai c D for all i if dim(r) < N2 + N - 1, 
(29b) 
when S is tightly constrained. Since the compatibility conditions (lo), (13) restrict both 
the variable domain and the constituent function form of S, the fact (28), (29) enables 
the following contrastive characterization of the two classes (refer to Fig. 4 that 
depicts this contrast). 
(a) In the loosely constrained class, the variable domain is restricted comparatively 
loose, while the function form comparatively tight. 
(b) In the tightly constrained class, the variable domain is restricted comparatively 
tight, while the function form comparatively loose. 
All the current physical networks fall into within the loosely constrained class (refer 
to Section 4 for typical examples); no particular physical networks of the tightly 
constrained class have not been developed yet. Thus, we henceforth focus our 
discussion on the structures of the loosely constrained class, while leaving the tightly 
constrained class for a future study. 
3.2. Distinguishing structures 
We have found a pair of freely selectable factors of the structure S, that is, dim(r) 
and a set of independent constituent functions, by which it is able to be uniquely 
distinguished from all the other structures. 
Theorem 1. Let S = (x, o, (p, w) be any structure of the loosely constrained class. 
Assume the following three conditions. 
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Fig. 4. Characterization of the two structure classes. 
(a) For some natural number K (1 < K 6 N), dim(f) is expressed by 
dim(r) = (N2 + N - 1) - (K - 1). (30) 
(b) A set of{2N(N + 1) + K} constituentfunctions (x, ol, . . ..oK. vj ofS is known. 
(c) For some set of known functions fm(Vm) of single variable V,, and some set of 
known constants Cz, except for all zeroes, functions (x, 01, . . . , UK, y) satisfy some 
At-shift form of the following (N - K) equations system (m = K + 1, . .., N, 
k=l , . . . . K). 
fm(Vm) = 1 vmj(Tmj)ylj(I/i) - em(vm) - 1 
j k - l,...,K 
-g,(V,)-w;‘(V,) forall(V,T)ED(m=K+l,...,N). (31) 
Then, the remainder of the constituent functions of S, namely, functions 
(o&+1, *a*, ON, r> exist and moreover are able to be determined from the given known 
functions (x, ol, . . . , OK, y) uniquely exceptfor choices of the K(N - K) constants Cz,. 
Remark. Condition (c) is necessary and sufficient for the existence of S that satisfies 
both the conditions (a) and (b). 
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Proof. Determining all the varieties of S, in general, turns out a mathematical 
problem to solve the indefinite functional equation system consisting of (10) and (13). 
The system consists of 2N functional equations for 2N(N + 2) unknown constituent 
functions (x, w, I, v) of the Model. From the assumptions (a) and (b) in particular, 
however, we will see that the system turns into a definite one and thus solvable 
uniquely. 
Let us solve (10) and (13) sequentially in this order. 
(1) Soloing equation system (10). The assumption (a) implies that K hypersurfaces 
out of N hypersurfaces c (i = 1, . . . , IV) must be independent with one another, where 
it is supposed that, for notational convenience, K hypersurfaces I-, , . . . , I-, are chosen 
as independent: 
@ # rfk) n rk c rck’ and fck) n r, # rckJ, where rck) E n 4 
j=l,..., k-l,k+l,.... K 
(k = 1, . . ..K). (32) 
Moreover, it also implies that the remainder hypersurfaces r, (WI = K + 1, . ., N) 
must be dependent on r,, . , . , &: 
r m n TK = TK, where P E 
nK 
r; (m=K+ l,...,N). (33) 
j= l,..., 
Since x = (v, q, 6) and (w,, . . . . oK) have been assumed known by the assumption 
(b), it follows from (10) together with (32), (33) that (N - K) constituent functions o, 
(WI = K + 1, . . . . N) should be expressed by some At-shift of the equation system 
m,‘(vrn) = 1 vmj(%j)qj(Q) - em(&) - 1 
j k = I,...,K 
- $,(v,) - f&l v ( k) for all (v, T)ED (m = K + l,...,N), (34) 
where Cmk indicates an arbitrary constant except that, for some m (K + 1 < m d N), 
all of the constants Cmk (k = 1, . . ., K) are zeroes. The assumption (c) ensures, both 
necessarily and sufficiently, the existence of o, expressed by (34). Moreover, functions 
o, are able to be determined by (34) uniquely except for choices of K(N - K) 
COnStantS Cmk that Satisfy the assumption (C). 
(2) Solving equation system (13). Since (x, wl, . . . , wK, y) have been assumed 
known and in addition, (wK+ 1,. .., wN) have already been determined, functional 
equation system (13) turns out a definite one that consists of N functional equations 
for N unknown functions Cpi (i = 1, . . . , N): 
(35) 
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In general, equation system (35) is linear in vi, consisting of the N linearly 
independent equations. Moreover it follows from the definition (26) of the loosely- 
constrained class that A = D. Hence one is able to determine functions Q, uniquely by 
solving (35) by the aid of linear algebra. q 
Let us then proceed to generalize the assumption (b) of Theorem 1. In the process of 
its proof, we have recognized the following fact regarding the assumption (b). That is, 
equation system (10) together with the assumption (a) produces indefinite functional 
equation system (34) consisting of (N - K) equations for N(N + 3) unknown func- 
tions (n, 0). Its indefiniteness (N2 + 2N + K) has then been complemented by the 
(N2 + 2N + K) constituent functions (x, w i, . . ., wx) assumed known. Once func- 
tions (x, o) are known, equation system (13) turns into an indefinite one for unknown 
functions (I, r). Its indefiniteness i  N(N + 1) - N = N2, and complemented by the 
N2 constituent functions r assumed known as well. 
This fact thus implies that {2N(N + 1) + K} constituent functions 
<x, 01, . . . . oK, v) referred to in the assumption (b) are used solely to complement the 
indefiniteness {2N(N + 1) + K} of equation system (lo), (13) for the unknown func- 
tions (x, o, qz, VI) when the condition (a) is assumed. Hence functions 
(X,W,..., wK, WV> of S are able to be replaced with any other {2N(N + 1) + K} 
functions out of (x, 0, I, v). 
Consequently, we have obtained the following Corollary 1 to Theorem 1. 
Corollary 1. Let S = (x, w, bp, r) be any structure of the loosely-constrained class. 
Suppose the condition (a) of Theorem 1 holds. In addition, assume that any Subset of 
{2N(N + 1) + K} Constituent Functions of S, denoted by SCF(K), is known. Then, the 
remainder of the constituent functions of S are determined uniquely except for choices of 
K(N - K) constants Cmk so that constituent functions (x, w, (p, v) can satisfy some 
At-shift form of (34). 
Corollary 1 had elucidated that structure S, corresponding to each individual 
specific network included in the Model, is uniquely determined from the two factors 
dim(r) and SCF(K) that are freely selectable for all the network intrinsic structures. 
This result, on the other hand, entails that dim(r) and SCF(K) should be drawn from 
optimization problems to be solved with the Model and its implementation methods. In 
addition, Corollary 1 as well as Theorem 1 has not taken into account the condition 
(C4) of the Model in Definition 1 that should be dealt with in the actual problem- 
solving. These important matters are to be resolved by Theorem 3 in the later Section 5. 
4. The model is unified 
Of all current networks for the problem-solving, we select two typical networks: 
the Hopfield network for combinatorial optimization problems [11] and the layer 
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network for pattern classification [15]. Since they are central pioneer networks 
followed by most of the other networks, we are admitted to claim that the Model is 
unified when we verify that it includes both the networks as particular structures. 
Thus we in this section will demonstrate the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. (A) The Hopjield network is a particular form of the loosely constrained 
class of the Model. 
(B) The layer network is a particular form of the loosely constrained class of the 
Model. 
Theorems 2(A) and (B) will be demonstrated by the subsequent Sections 4.1 and 4.2, 
respectively. 
4.1. The Hopjeld network as the Model 
The Hopfield network for combinatorial optimization problems is a mesh-shaped 
interconnected network, implemented as an electrical circuit [ll]. This subsection 
demonstrates Theorem 2(A), namely, the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. The Hopfield network is a particular form of the loosely constrained class of 
the Model. 
Proof. It suffices to confirm that the Hopfield network complies with each of the 
conditions (Cl)-(C4) of the Model in Definition 1 under the condition (26) of the 
loosely constrained class of the structure in Definition 9. 
(1) Confirmation of (Cl) and (C2). Its TS is physically represented by 
K(t + At) = gi(xi(t)) E (+)[I + tanh(xi(t)/xy)], (364 
xi(t) = C TIojVj(t) - Oo, Wb) 
j 
where At is a time-delay; gi is a sigmoidal function; xp and 0: are constants; and 
besides, all the synapse weights T$ also constants. Equation system (36) is a At-shift 
form of the following equation system that provides a mathematically ideal specifica- 
tion of the Hopfield network: 
K(t) = gi(xi(t)) E (+)[l + tanh(xi(t)/$)], (37a) 
Xi(t) = C T~vj(t) - ep. W’b) 
j 
Here (37) turns out 
(Oitxi) ZE gi(Xi)9 
Vij( Tj) = Tz, 
a particular form of (2) such that 
t/j(Q) E V. 
I’ 
ei(V,) ~ ep. 
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Meanwhile, its DS is specified by 
dxi/dt = - xi/T + C T,o,Vj - 9p + pi, (3W 
j 
dTj/dt = 0, (39b) 
where both T and pi denote constants. It follows from (37) that (39) turns out 
a particular form of (6) such that 
cPi(V, T) E Vi(v) z (dgi/dxi)((l - l/T)g;‘(vi) + Pi}, 
$ij( V, T) E 0. 
(40a) 
(40’4 
Therefore, the conditions (Cl) and (C2) are confirmed. 
(2) Confirmation of(C3). Since T takes only one point T, E DT, we suppose that its 
variable domain D is reduced to Dy in which the compatible domains r and n are 
included. Then, conditions (26), (30) are reduced to 
O<dim(IJ=(N-1)-(K-l)<N-l=dim(Dv)-1 (l<K<N), 
dim(A) = N = dim(Dy). (41) 
Now, let us verify that the Hopfield network satisfies (C3) under (41) for all 
K = l,...,N. 
We first discuss the global compatibility conditions (10). Equation system (10) is 
rewritten into (37) under the transformation (38). Since Eq. (37) holds, condition (34) 
under (41) is then rewritten into 
gm1(Vm)=CT~jvj-8~- C Cmk CT,Oivi_8,O_g,‘(V,) 
i k = l,...,K j 
for all YE Dy (m = K + 1, . . ..N). (42) 
We have from (36) that, for all K = 1, . . . , N, the At-shift form of (42) expressed by 
gi ‘( Vm(t + At)) = 1 T$ Q(t) - e: - c 
j k = l,...,K 
- 0,” - g; ‘(Vk(t + At)) forall V(t)EDy (m=K+l,...,N) 
is physically satisfied for any choice of gnt (m = K + 1, . . . , N) [l 11. Hence, it is verified 
that, for all K = l,..., N, the Hopfield network with any sigmoidal functions g,,, 
(m= K + l,..., N) as well as gk (k = l,..., K) satisfies the global compatibility 
conditions (10) of (C3). 
We then proceed to the local compatibility conditions (13). First of all, consider, in 
general, a canonical first-order linear ordinary differential equation expressed by 
dx/dt + p(t)x + q(t) = 0, (44) 
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where x z x(t) is an unknown function while p(t) and q(t) denote known functions. 
Then, recall that general solutions of (44) are obtained by the formula 
where co denotes an arbitrary constant. 
Meanwhile, by using (37b), we rewrite (39a) into a set of N independent equations: 
dxi/dt + (l/r - l)Xi - pi = 0. (46) 
Each ith equation of (46) is a particular form of (44) (i = 1, . . . . N). By the aid of the 
formula (45), we thus obtain a set of unique solutions of (46) expressed by 
Xi = c?exp { - (l/r - l)t} + pi(l/r - 1)-r, (47) 
where constants cp are uniquely selected so that the solution trajectory can start from 
x(O) = x0 at t = 0 that is transformed to V(0) = Vs by (37a). 
It is recognized that equation system (13) is mathematically equivalent to (37a) 
where xi is substituted with the right-hand side of (47), namely, 
Yi-‘(K(t)) = coexp{ - (l/r - l)t} + pi(l/r - 1))‘. (48) 
Furthermore, we have from (36) that the At-shift form of (48) expressed by 
gi-‘(K(t + At)) = cPexp{ - (l/r - l)t> + pi(l/t - l)-’ (49) 
is physically satisfied for all V(r) E D y [ 111. Therefore, it is also verified that, under the 
latter half condition dim(A) = N = dim(D”) of (41), the Hopfield network satisfies the 
local compatibility conditions (13) of (C3). 
(3) Confirmation of (C4). It is well-known [ll] that the Hopfield network has 
a particular LF, an energy function E(V) expressed by 
E(V) s - (l/2) C C Tj Vi Vj - C (pi - flp) vi. 
1 j I 
Thus it satisfies (C4). 0 
4.2. The layer network as the Model 
The layer network for pattern classification is required to be considered at two 
distinguished operation stages: the learning stage and the classification stage [15]. 
The subsequent Section 4.2.1 demonstrates Theorem 2(B) for the layer network at the 
learning stage, while the subsequent Section 4.2.2 for the layer network at the 
classification stage. 
4.2.1 The layer network at the learning stage 
This subsection demonstrates the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2. The layer network at the learning stage is a particular form of the loosely 
constrained class of the Model. 
Proof. We confirm that the layer network at the learning stage satisfies each of the 
conditions (Cl)-(C4) of the Model in Definition 1 under the condition (26) of the 
loosely constrained class of the structure in Definition 9. 
Prior to examining the conditions (Cl)-(C4), we have to prepare a representation of 
the TS and the DS for the layer network at the learning stage. First of all, the TS of the 
layer network at the learning stage is physically represented by 
K(t) = hi(xi(t)), (5Ia) 
Xi(t) = C T,j(t) Vj(t) - OF, (5lb) 
where hi E Co (continuous) is any bounded, monotonically increasing function; @ is 
a constant; and the summation Cj is taken over all the units j immediately prior to 
unit i. In contrast with the TS (36) of the Hopfield network, time-delay At is allowed to 
be neglected for pattern learning. 
Next, most learning algorithms of current layer networks such as the backpropaga- 
tion learning fall within the classical gradient descent method [7]. That is, the learning 
algorithm develops, as time progresses, toward minimizing some appropriately con- 
structed Lyapunov function E*(T) of synapse weight T. Thus, the synapse DS of the 
layer network at the learning stage is specified by the differential equation system 
dqj/dt = - $E*(T)/dzj, 
where y denotes a positive constant. 
(524 
On the other hand, denote here by {(xl, V’ >, .. . , (xL, VL}} a training data set where 
each (x’, V’ } satisfies (51) (1 = 1, . . . , L). Then, at the learning stage, each activation 
level V(t) is kept on taking constant V’. Thus, its unit DS is trivial, namely, 
dV,/dt = 0. (52b) 
Now, let us examine the conditions (Cl)-(C4) of the Model for the compound 
system (51), (52). 
(1) Con$rmation of(C1) and (C2). Equation system (51) turns out a particular form 
of (2) such that 
Wi(Xi) 3 hi(xi), (534 
Vij(T,j) G T,j(t), ?j(~) ~ V’ J, Oi( 6) z OF* (W 
Also, equation system (52) turns out a particular form of (6) such that 
qi(V, T) E 0, (54a) 
$ij( V, T) - $ij(T) E - yi3E(T)/aTj. Pb) 
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Therefore, the conditions (Cl) and (C2) are confirmed. 
(2) Confirmation of(C3). Since V(t) takes each singlet point V’ (1 = 1, . . ., L) of Dv, 
we suppose that variable domain D is reduced to DT in which the compatible domains 
r and n are included. Then, conditions (26) (30) are reduced to 
N2 - N G dim(r) = (N2 - 1) - (K - 1) < N2 - 1 = dim(Dr) - 1 (1 < K < N), 
dim(A) = N2 = dim(Dr). (55) 
Now, let us verify that, under the condition (55), the layer network at the learning 
stage satisfies (C3) for all K = 1, . . . , N. 
Consider first the global compatibility conditions (10). Equation system (10) is 
rewritten into (51) under the transformation (53). Since Eq. (51) holds, the condition 
(34) under (55) is then rewritten into 
h, ’ (V6) = C T,,(t) vf - 0~ - C C Tkj(t) Vj - 0~ - h, ‘(V:) 
j k = l,...,K .i 
for all I = 1 ,..., L;all Z’(t)eDT (m=K+ l,..., N). (56) 
It follows from (5 1) as well that, for all K = 1, . . . , N, Eq. (56) is physically satisfied for 
anychoiceofh,(m = K + l,..., N) [ 153. Hence, it is verified that, for all K = 1, . . . , N, 
the layer network at the learning stage with any bounded, monotonically increasing 
Co-functions h, (m = K + 1 , . . . . N) as well as hk (k = 1, . . . . K) satisfies the global 
compatibility conditions (10) of (C3). 
As to the local compatibility conditions (13), it then follows from (12), (52b), (54a) 
that the condition (13) is reduced to the trivial one, 0 = 0. Hence, it is verified that the 
layer network at the learning stage also satisfies the local compatibility conditions (13) 
of (C3). 
(3) Conjirmation of (C4). Since the DS of most current layer networks at the 
learning stage is specified by (52) with the LF E*(T), the condition (C4) is fulfilled. il 
4.2.2. The layer network at the classijcation stage 
This subsection demonstrates the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. The layer network at the classijcation stage is a particular form of the 
loosely constrained class of the Model. 
Proof. We show that the layer network at the classification stage meets each of the 
conditions (Cl)-(C4) of the Model in Definition 1 under the condition (26) of the 
loosely constrained class of the structure in Definition 9. 
Consider first the layer network at its classification stage that has finished learning. 
Its synapse weight T must have been assigned some constant To = (Tz) and remains 
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there throughout the classification. Thus, the TS of the layer network at the classifica- 
tion stage is specified by a simpler particular form of (51) with no time-delay as 
follows: 
vi(r) = hi(xi(t))9 (574 
Xi(t) = C TV vj(t) - 8o. 
Here time-delay At is also allowed to be neglected for pattern classification as is 
usually the case with most current layer networks. Then, its DS is reduced trivial, i.e. 
dV,/dt = 0, (58a) 
dTj/dt = 0. (58b) 
Let us now examine the conditions (Cl)-(C3) of the Model for the compound 
system (57), (58) because condition (C4) is evident from (58). 
(1) Conjrmation of(C1) and (C2). The TS (57) is particular form of (2) such that 
Oi(Xi) E hi(Xi), 
Vim ~ TV, ~j(~j) ~ vj, Oi( 6) ~ ep. 
In addition, the DS (58) is a trivial form of (6) such that 
(594 
Wb) 
cPi(K T, G O, (6W 
+ij( V, T) = 0. (6Ob) 
Hence, the specification (59), (60) confirms the conditions (Cl) and (C2). 
(2) Conjrmation of(C3). First of all, we suppose that variable domain D is reduced 
to D y in which the compatible domains Z’ and n are included, because T remains to be 
at the single point To E DT throughout the classification. 
Concerning the layer network for pattern classification, we then use the following 
additional notation: 
n is a layer, n = n, (E 1, first), . . . , nF (final); K” is the number of units of layer n, 1 < K”, 
C,, K” = N; x” is an input from layer (n - 1) to layer n; Y” is an output from layer n to 
layer (n + l), Y z (P, . . . , P), Y” = (VT,. . . , V&); and x is a transformation by the 
layer network that represents classification from patterns to categories. As is usual 
with the layer network, input patterns to the layer network, expressed by inputs x”’ to 
the first layer nl , are formally represented by outputs V”’ from layer n, . On the other 
hand, categories to which the network believes input patterns x”’ belong are repre- 
sented by outputs Y”’ from the final layer nF. 
Since the input patterns and the categories are independent concepts with each 
other, vectors Y” and I’“’ should be independent with each other except that there 
exists a single relation between V”’ and V”’ determined by a transformation x: 
V”F = x( V”‘). (61) 
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Hence, the compatible domains r and n should both include at least (K”’ + K”’ - l)- 
dimensional independent vectors, i.e. 
K”I + K”’ - 1 f dim(r), K”’ + ZP - 1 Q dim(A). (62) 
Furthermore, since D is reduced to Dy, we obtain from (62) that the conditions (26) 
and (30) are reduced to 
K”’ + K”’ - 1 < dim(r) = (N - 1) - (K - 1) d N - 1 = dim(Dv) - 1, 
where 1 < K < N - (K”’ + K”’ - 1) 
and 
dim(n) = N = dim(Dy). (63) 
Consider first the global compatibility conditions (10). It follows from (59) that the 
condition (34) is rewritten into 
h,‘(V,)=C TijVj-fill,- C Cmk C Tkg.Vj-~k0-h;l(Vk) 
j k=l.. ..K i j I 
forall VED” (m=K+ l,...,N). (64) 
We have from (57) that, for all K such that 1 < K 6 N - (K”’ + K”’ - l), the 
condition (64) is physically satisfied for any choice of h, (m = K + 1, . . , N) [15]. 
Hence, it is verified that, for all K = 1 , . . . . N, the layer network at the classification 
stage with any bounded, monotonically increasing Co-functions h, (m = K + 1, . . . , N) 
as well as hk (k = 1, . . . . K) satisfies the global compatibility conditions (10) of (C3). 
Then equation system (58) obviously produces the trivial form of the local compati- 
bility conditions (13), namely 0 = 0. Hence, it is verified that the layer network at the 
classification stage also satisfies the local compatibility conditions (13) of (C3). 0 
5. The model is constructive 
We in this section demonstrate that the Model is constructive, by developing 
a standard method that systematically constructs from given optimization problems 
in a certain wide class particular networks in the Model to solve them. 
5.1. Continuous optimization problems with constraint 
A variety of real-world problems are able to be formulated as continuous optimiza- 
tion problems with variable-constraint (COPS-VC), where an optimization problem is 
called continuous when its variables are all real. All the COPS-VC thus form a class of 
wide-range real-world optimization problems including, as particular instances, the 
continuous version of the TSP [l 11, pattern matching and pattern classification/ 
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learning. In order to solve such a real-world optimization problem, it is necessary to 
first map that problem onto the COP-VC that is mathematically specified as follows. 
Definition 10. A continuous optimization problem with variable-constraint (COP- 
VC) consists of finding any local minimum point PLM s ( VLM, TLM) E D of an objec- 
tive function f( V, T) with a single constraint equation R( V, T) = 0 where an 
(N + N’)-dimensional real variable (V, T) E D is such that ~j = Tj for all (i, j), i < j 
and besides,f( I’, T) and R( V, T) are both in class C2. In addition, it is assumed that 
f( V, T) and R( V, T) satisfy the following interrelation. 
3PLM E ( VLM, TLM) E D: local minimum point off( V, T); R( YLM, TLM) = 0. 
(65) 
Here the restrictions of the variable symmetry zj = qi and the interrelation (65) 
have to be assumed owing to immaturity of our network construction method, which 
is described in detail in the next subsection. 
5.2. A standard network construction method 
There can be several methods each of which systematically constructs from the 
COP-VC a particular structure S of the Model to solve it. Among these methods, we 
show a standard one that is considered prevalent in most current networks. In that 
standard method, the TS constituent functions (x, o) from among SCF(K) are 
selected as a minimal form of (2) among those that simultaneously cover both the TSs 
of the Hopfield network and of the layer network, with dim(r) freely selectable by 
those who wish to solve the COP-VC with networks. This selection of (x, w) and 
dim(r) is able to be made depending entirely on network implementation methods 
separately from the COP-VC. In addition, each of the DS constituent functions 
(I, v) of S, whether it might be within SCF(K) or not, is constructed from the 
COP-VC on the basis of well-known classical optimization theory [8, 131 as well as 
Corollary 1. That is, as to condition (C4) of the Model in Definition 1 that was not 
taken into account by Corollary 1, the DS of S is so constructed that it has as 
a Lyapunov function the objective function f(F’, T) of the COP-K? 
L( r, 2’) =f( V, T). Furthermore, the DS converges on a point (V, T) where the 
constraint equation is satisfied: R( V, T) = 0. 
Now, let us demonstrate the following theorem that specifies in detail a particular 
structure S obtained by our standard network construction method. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that the COP- VC is given. From it, construct a particular structure 
S that is specified as follows. Then the Model with this structure S produces solutions to 
the COP- VC as itsjnal states, starting from any initial point ( V(O), T(0)) = ( VO, To ) E D 
such that R( V(O), T(0)) > 0. 
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(a) Spec$cation of a particular TS 
Vi(t) = wi(xi(t))t (664 
Xi(t) = C qj(t) Vj(t) - 0:. (66b) 
(b) Specification of a particular unit DS 
dl/ildt= -oi(V, J'){af(v, T)/aK}, 
where each function oi( V, T) is continuously d@rentiable such that 
oi( V, T) > 0 for all (I’, T) E D 
(c) Specification of a particular synapse DS 
dT,j/‘dt = - Oij( I’, T) {af (V, T)/a~j3 for all (i, j) # (1, l), (N, N), 
{af(K T)ldT,,)(dT,,ldt) + {df(V, T)/%,}(dT,,ldt) 
= - ot,(V, T){~f(K W%d2 - ~m(T){~f(K W%V}~ 
(674 
(67b) 
(68a) 
(68b) 
C{JR(V, T)/JK}(dl/i/dt) +CC{JR(V, T)/aT,j}(dT,j/dt)=(-I)R(V, T), 
I 1 j 
(6W 
where each function aij( V, T) is continuously differentiable such that 
aij( V, T) > 0 for all (V, T) E D (68d) 
and besides, a number 1, is positive real. Here the equation for Tj in (68a) is able to be 
replaced with the trivial diflerential equation, dTij/dt = 0 when Tij is given as a constant 
in the COP-VC ((i, j) # (1, l), (N, N)). 
Remark. The unit DS (67) and the part (68a) of the synapse DS are both constructed 
on the basis of classical optimization theory under the condition that L( V, T) = 
f (V, T). Furthermore, the N2th equation (68~) is derived from an equation of 
R( V(t), T(t)) such that R( V( co), T( co)) = 0, namely, the equation 
W v(r), T(r)) = R( V(O), T(0)) exp( - i*r) 
for all t E [0, cc) of any trajectory (V(t), T(t)) of the DS (69) 
Owing to the addition of (68c), the two equations for T,, and TNN originally of the 
form (68a) have been merged into the single (N2 - 1)th equation (68b). 
Proof. It is easy to confirm that the Model with the structure S satisfies the conditions 
(Cl)-(C4) of the Model in Definition 1 when we confirm a set of the following 
additional conditions that ensures that the Model with S produces solutions to 
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the COP-VC. Thus we here will examine the following conditions for the Model with 
the structure S, one by one sequentially. 
(CONl) Any equilibrium point P EQ E ( VEQ, TEQ) E D of the DS is an asymp- 
totically stable point PAS = (Y AS TAS) E D of the DS. That is, the DS has a global ,
Lyapunov function L( V, T) specified by 
L(K T) =f(V, T) + R(V, T) (70) 
More specifically, the function L( V, T) satisfies the following Lyapunov conditions 
for all the equilibrium points PsQ (refer to Definition 4). 
(CONl-LO) L( V, T) is continuous on some neighborhood U of PEQ and differenti- 
able on U - PEQ. 
(CONl-Ll) L( V, T) > L( YEQ, Z’EQ) for all (V, T) E U - PEQ. 
(CONl-L2) dL( V, T)/dt < 0 along all trajectories (v(t), T(t)) of the DS contained 
in U - PEQ. 
(CON2) Any asymptotically stable point PAS yields a solution to the COP-VC. 
(CON2-1) Any asymptotically stable point PAS is a local minimum point off( V, T). 
(CON2-2) At all the asymptotically stable points PAS, constraint function R( V, T) 
vanishes. That is, 
R( VAS, TAS) = 0 f or all the asymptotically stable points PAS = ( YAS, TAS). (71) 
(1) Satisfaction of(CON1). First of all, let us look at the condition that is satisfied 
by any equilibrium point PEQ = ( VEQ, TEQ) of the DS. The equilibrium point 
Pno complies, by definition, with the condition (dV,/dt) = (dTj/dt) = 0 for all 
i,j = 1, . . . . M. It follows from (67), (68) that this condition is rewritten into 
c?f( vEQ, TEQ)/3K = 0, (724 
af( yEa, TEQ)/azj = 0 for all i, j = 1, . . . . N, (72b) 
R( VEQ, TEQ) = 0. (72~) 
(a) SatisJaction of(CONl-LO): The condition (CONl-LO) proves satisfied since it 
follows from Definition 10 that L( V, T) is two-times continuously differentiable on D. 
(b) Satisfaction of (CONl-L2): Next, we proceed to the condition (CONl-L2), 
leaving the condition (CONl-Ll) afterward. Differentiate L( V, T) with respect to t 
where (V, T) indicates any trajectory (V(t), T(t)) of the DS. Then we have from (69) 
(70) that 
dU K T)ldt = c {aft v, VP K} (d K/dt) + C C {a_f( v, T)/azj} (dTj/dt) 
I 1 j 
- /ZR( Y(O), T(O))exp( - At). (73) 
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Here we have from (67), (68) together with 2 > 0 and R( V(O), T(0)) > 0 that equation 
(73) is further transformed into 
- AR(V(O), T(O))exp( - At) d 0. (74) 
Furthermore, it follows from (67b), (68d), (69), (74) that the necessary and 
sufficient condition for (dL( V, T)/dt} = 0 is the same as (72) for the equilibrium 
point PEQ. Moreover, it also follows that there exists some neighborhood U of 
PEQ such that 
U n {(V, 7’) ED 1 condition (72) holds} = (PEQ}, (75) 
since we are allowed to suppose that, in Definition 10, neither of the functionsf( V, T) 
and R( V, T) is not a constant function. The condition (CONl-L2) thus proves 
satisfied. 
(c) Satisfaction of(CONl-Ll): Finally, we confirm the condition (CONl-Ll). Con- 
dition (72) for the equilibrium point PEQ consists of the condition (72a), (72b) for 
extreme points off( V, T) and the condition (72~) for zero points of R( V, T). Further- 
more, the equilibrium point P EQ turns out a local minimum point off( V, T) since the 
condition (CONl-L2) has already been demonstrated. We thus have confirmed the 
condition (CONl-Ll). 
Consequently, thanks to the Lyapunov’s stability theorem, equilibrium point 
PEQ turns out an asymptotically stable point PAS z ( VAS, TAS) E D of the DS. This 
completes the proof of (CONl). 
(2) Satisfaction of(CON2). The condition (CON2-1) has already been proved in the 
process of the confirmation of (CONl-Ll). 
Any asymptotically stable PAS is reached at the time t = co, and the N2th equation 
(68~) derived from (69) actually ensures that R( V( co), T( co)) = 0. Thus condition (71) 
is satisfied. This concludes the confirmation of (CON2). 0 
6. An example of the standard network construction method for solving the TSP 
In order for readers to understand the general standard network construction 
method described in Section 5.2 more visibly, this section shows a specific application 
example of that method to the TSP (traveling salesman problem). Since our standard 
method is able to produce extensions of the Hopfield network [ 1 l] that yield feasible 
solutions to the TSP, which the original Hopfield network often fails to yield, the 
example is to be presented substantially with a comparison to the Hopfield network 
applied to the TSP. 
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6.1. The Hopjield network to solve the TSP 
The Hopfield network was developed to solve combinatorial optimization prob- 
lems, the TSP in particular. This section will adapt from [ 1 l] a solving method of the 
TSP by the Hopfield network. 
6.1.1. The traveling salesman problem (TSP) 
The TSP consists of finding the shortest closed tour by which every city out of a set 
of M cities is visited once and only once. Representative cities are denoted by X and Y, 
and the distance between two cities X and Y is expressed by dxu. Any tour is 
represented by an M x M matrix V z ( Vx,) where row X and column m correspond to 
city X and position m in a tour, respectively. Here V,, is a real value on a unit interval 
CO, 11, and VI, = 1 (v., = 0) represents the city X is (not) visited at the mth position 
(X, m = l,..., M). 
6.1.2. The Hopjield network 
Although we already represented the Hopfield network previously in Section 4.1, 
we will rewrite its representation into a form that is more suited to solving the TSP. 
Matrix Vin the TSP is incorporated into the Hopfield network (abbreviated by HN 
henceforth). The HN is a network model for mesh-shaped interconnected analogue 
symmetric networks with N( G M’) units. As demonstrated earlier, it is modeled as 
a composite system that consists of a TS and a DS. Let us rewrite the two constituent 
systems of the HN into those more tuned to the TSP using the following alternative 
notation. 
Vx,(t): an activation level of and output from unit Xm at t; V(t) = (V&t)). 
T Xm,Yn(t): a synapse weight from unit Yn to unit Xm at t; T(t) E Tx,,u,(t)). 
xxm(t): an input to unit Xm at t; x(t) = (xxm(t)). 
First of all, we describe an original physical representation of the HN that is 
implemented as an electrical circuit. The HN TS is represented by the following 
equation system: 
vxm(t + At) = gxm(xx,,,(t)) = (3) (1 + tanh(x~,Wxk,J~~ (764 
where xi,,, and 0$,,, represent an initial input x,,(O) and a threshold, respectively, both 
of which are constants. In addition, the HN dynamical system is further decomposed 
into a unit DS and a synapse DS that are represented by the following equation 
systems (77) and (78), respectively, 
(77) 
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where r and pi, indicate constants and To Xm,Yn represents an initial value TXm,Yn(0). 
This is an ordinary electrical circuit equation. 
dT,,, rn(t)/dt = 0, (78a) 
T&.X,,, = G?m,rn, (78b) 
Eq. (78a) is a trivial equation that implies that Tx,&t) = T&,,y, for all t 3 0, while 
equation (78b) represents a symmetric condition for synapse weights. 
We then modify the physical representation (76)-(78) of the HN into another that is 
more theoretically ideal and more directly applicable to the TSP. First, set At to 0 in 
(76). Then, the HN TS (76) is modified into 
V.,(t) = s&xx,(r)) = (6)(1 + tanh(x&t)lx%J), (79a) 
xx,(t) = 1 c %,,Y. Vu,(t) - ~&,. (7%) 
Y n 
Next, consider (77). Note first that the first term - x,,(t)/7 on the right-hand side 
of (77), which represents time-delay of the circuit, can be neglected when At = 0. In 
addition, use the following expression on the right-hand side of (77). 
T;,,r, = - A*&(1 - 6,“) - B*6,,(1 - &r) 
- c* - D*dxY(l - &r)(&,m+r + 6°C I), (8Oa) 
- e:, + p”x, = PM, Wb) 
where A*, B*, C* and D* denote positive-value parameters and 6 the Kronecker’s 
delta. Note that the specification (80a) of T&,r, necessarily satisfies the symmetric 
condition (78b). Then, the HN unit DS (77) is modified into 
df’,,/dt = - 2f’x,(l - f’,,){~E(F)/Jf’,,}, (81) 
where an energy function E(V) = E( V(t)) of the HN is expressed by the following 
equations: 
F(F) = E,(V) + J%(F), (82) 
E,(F) = E,,(F) + E,,(F) + E,,(U (834 
En(V) = @*/2) 1 c c Vxm Vu,, (83~) 
m x YfX 
> 
2 
7 (834 
~2(v) = (0*/2)C C ~dxd’x&‘~,,+, + Vi,,r,m-11. 
x Y#X m 
(84) 
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Finally, the HN synapse DS (78) is left as it is. We thus have obtained the HN 
representation (78)-(84) that is theoretically ideal and directly applicable to the TSP, 
which is henceforth referred to as the HN. This HN is well-furnished with the TSP in 
terms of the functions El(V) and E2( V) as follows. 
(a) A necessary and sufficient condition for TSP feasible solutions is expressed by 
El(V) = 0, a constraint equation of the TSP. Indeed, each of the constituents of El(V) 
in (83) has the following specific interpretation. El1 (V) = 0 holds if and only if each 
city row X of V contains no more than one “I”, (the rest of the entries being zero). 
E,,J V) = 0 holds if and only if each “position in tour” column of Vcontains no more 
than one “l”, (the rest of the entries being zero). Ei3( V) = 0 holds if and only if there 
are M entries of “1” in the entire matrix K 
(b) The total path length of a tour is expressed by E,(V), an objective function of 
the TSP. 
6.1.3. The solving method of the TSP by the HN 
Approximate solutions to the TSP are able to be obtained systematically by the use 
of the HN. 
Suppose that the TSP for M cities is given. Then, it is solved approximately by the 
HN in the following 3 steps. 
Step 1: The TSP is mapped onto a kind of COP-VC (Definition 10) specified as 
follows: 
The Hopfield version of the TSP (HV-TSP) consists of finding any local minimum 
point V LM s (Vkl), V,, E [0, l] of the objective function E2( V) under the constraint 
equation E,(V) = 0. 
Let us point out differences between the HV-TSP (a continuous problem, i.e., 
continuous variables) and the TSP (a combinatorial problem, i.e., integer variables). 
First, solutions VLM can be admitted for the HV-TSP such that Vkl E [0, 1] whereas 
solutions VLM to the TSP must comply with the condition Vkz E (0, l}. Second, the 
HV-TSP admits local minimum (approximate) solutions to the TSP; its exact solution 
is provided only by a global minimum solution to the HV-TSP. 
Step 2: The HN (78)-(84) is constructed from the HV-TSP in a top-down 
manner. First, the TS (79) is chosen regardless of the HV-TSP. Then, the 
HN DS (78), (81) and T$,,y, in (80) are constructed so that the energy func- 
tion for the HN electrical circuit specified by (76)-(78) can correspond to the 
function E(V) specified by (82)-(84). Here, the parameters A*, B*, C* and 
D* and besides, an initial value V(0) E [0, 1) M2 have to be selected after repeated 
trial-and-error. 
Step 3: It is demonstrated that the HN asymptotically converges to its stable states 
that correspond to 2M2 corners (0, l}“’ of the hypercube [0, llMZ, which are also local 
minima of E(V). Thus final unit states of the HN starting from any initial point V(0) 
are expected to yield solutions VLM to the HV-TSP and thus to the TSP. It depends on 
the selection of the parameters A*, B*, C* and D* as well as V(0) what solution VLM is 
selected from among the 2MZ corners (0, l}“‘. 
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6.2. Extending the TSP formulation 
6.2.1. A drawback of the Hopfield method 
In the Hopfield method to solve the TSP with the Hopfield network, El ( VLM) = 0 
cannot necessarily hold for any of the local minimum solutions VLM to the HV-TSP. 
The constraint equation E,( VLM) = 0 of the HV-TSP is one of the sets of necessary 
and sufficient conditions for feasible solutions that requires careful selection of the HN 
parameters A*, B*, C* and D* as well as the HN initial point Y(0). This causes 
a major drawback of the Hopfield method that it can converge to nonfeasible 
solutions [lS]. That is, the failure of the satisfaction of El ( YLM) = 0 will produce 
nonfeasible solutions such as follows. 
Example 1. All the entries in some row X of matrix YLM are zeroes. That is, there is 
some city X that is not visited at all. Another city Y may or may not be visited twice. 
Example 2. All the entries in some column i of matrix VLM are zeroes. That is, there is 
some position column i at which no city X is visited at all. There may or may not be 
another position columnj at which two different cities X and Y are visited at the same 
time. 
In order to remove this drawback, we will extend the constants A*, B* and C* in 
E,(V) of (83) into real variables: El(V) is extended to a function El (V, A*, B*, C*). 
From (80a), making A*, B* and C* variables yields making a synapse weights 
Z$,, r,, variables. We thus are expecting that function E 1 ( V, A*, B*, C*) supported by 
some synapse DS, can change its values adaptively into its final value satisfying 
E,( VLM A*LM B*LM, C*LM) = 0. Let us specify such extensions of E,(V) in a way as 
general as possible. 
First of all, we introduce an extremely general {2M2(M - 1) + l> real variables or 
constants denoted by Axm,xn (X, m, n = 1,. . ., M; n # m), Bx,,y, (X, Y, m = 1, . . ., M; 
Y # X), and C. For notational simplicity, we also use alternative notation Zk, 
- co<Zk<+cc (k=l,..., 2M2(M-l)+l): Zk=Ax,,x, for k=l,..., 
M2(M--1); Zk=Bx,,,rm for k=M2(M-1)+1,...,2M2(M-1)); Zk=C for 
k = 2M2(M - 1) + 1. In addition, we put that 
Z:=l+exp(Z,)>O (k=1,...,2M2(M-l)+l), (85) 
so that we can pay no attention to ensuring that Z: always positive for whatever 
values Zk may take. 
Then, synapse weight expression (80a) is extended for real variable (or constant) 
synapse weights Tx,,y, as follows: 
T Xm, Yn = - A%,,xn~xYU - hn,) - ~:4d - JxY) 
- C* - D*dxYU - ~xYNLn+ I + L,- 1) 
when Y=Xandn#m, (864 
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T Xm,Yn = - AT&,(1 - &ul) - Gn,YmLd1 - &Y) 
- c* - D*dXY(l - &Y)(~n,m+l + AL,-1) 
when Y # X and n = m, 
T Xm, Yn = - ATdXy(l - 6mn) - BT6mn(1 - 6XY) 
- c* - D*dXY(l - &Y)@n,m+l + &,m-1) 
(8W 
when Y#Xandn#m,orwhen Y=Xandn=m, (86~) 
where AT, BT and D* denote any positive real constants. From (85), (86), we are 
allowed to consider Zk substantial variables (or constants) while considering 
T Xm. Yn apparent variables (or constants). Although real symmetric matrices (TX,, Yn) 
can include ($)M2(M2 + 1) potential independent variables TX,.y,, real symmetric 
matrices (TX,, Yn) expressed in the form extended from (SOa) evidently cannot include 
more than {2M2(M - 1) + l} independent variables that are substantially expressed 
by Zk through (85), (86). Thus the variables Z E (Z,) introduced here is considered the 
most general among the extensions of (A*, B*, C*). 
Next, constraint function expression (83) is extended straightforwardly into a con- 
straint function E,( V, Z) specified as follows: 
E,(K Z) EF E,,(K Z) + E12(K 4 + E13(C -a (874 
&2K~-_(V)~~ c El2,xm,ym(~>Z), ~12,xm,~m(~,Z)~~~rn,~rnI/Xrn~~/Ym, 
m x Y#X 
(87~) 
( > 
2 
E13(~,Z) = cc*/3 cc VX, - M 
Xm 
(874 
This constraint function El (V, Z) is also the most general extension of El(V) with 
respect o (A*, B*, C*). 
6.2.2. Extensions of the H V-TSP 
Let us improve the HV-TSP in terms of El (V, 2) of (87) as well as E2( V) of (84). 
From among various possible extensions of the HV-TSP, we select to describe three 
that show distinguished peculiarities in the expression of constraint equation expres- 
sions. Specifications of the three extensions are ordered from the simplest to an 
intermediate and to the most general expression form of constraint equations; each 
constraint function is obtained, reduced or as it is, from the most general expression 
(87) of E,( V, Z). 
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Let Y of (V, 2) be variables. Then, each of the three Extensions of the HV-TSP 
(E(k)-HV-TSP; k = 1,2,3) consists of finding any local minimum point VLM z 
(F’f,“) E [0,1-J”’ of the objective function E2( V) under one or more constraint equa- 
tions to be satisfied by (V, 2). Here, one or more constraint equations are specified for 
each E(k)-HV-TSP as well as (2M2(M - 1) + 1}-dimensional vector Z(each element 
being a variable or a constant) as follows. 
(1) A constraint equation ofthe E(l)-HV-TSP. Set FI~,,,~, = A(X, m, n = 1, . . . . M; 
n#m) and Bx,,y,~B(X,m, Y= l,..., M; Y # X) in (85), (87). In addition, let us 
denote A, B and C by Zk (k = 1,2,3). Assume also that at least any two of 2, are 
variables while the rest a constant. Then the constraint of the E(l)-HV-TSP consists of 
a single equation, which is specified as follows: 
E,(K Z) = 0, 
where E,( V, Z) in (87) reduces into 
(88) 
E,(V> Z) = (A*/2)1 c c V,,Vx, + (B*/2) 11 C v,,v,, 
x mn+m m x Y#X 
+(c*/2) 
x m 
(89) 
(2) A set of constraint equations of the E(2)-H V-TSP. Set Ax,,x, = A 
(X, WI, n = 1, . ..) M; n # m). Besides, put that B1 = BXlm,,Y,m, and B2 E Bx,,*,y,,, for 
any two elements BX,m,,Y,m, and Bx ,,, y m of B 3 (B,,,,,). Moreover, let us denote A, 2 2. 2 2 
B,, Bz and C by Zk (k = 1,2,3,4) in this order. In addition, assume that Zk 
(k = 1,2,3,4) are all variables while all the elements Bx,+ Ym of B other than B, and Bz 
are constants. Then the constraint of the E(2)-HV-TSP consists of two equations, 
which are specified as follows: 
E”‘(V,Z) = E,,(V,Z)+ E,,(V,Z) = 0, 
El,( V, Z) = 0, 
where function El 1 (V, Z) in (87b) is reduced into 
(904 
POW 
whereas functions El 2 ( V, Z) and E 1 3 ( V, Z) of (90) both take the full expression forms 
of (87~) and (87d), respectively, i.e., 
E12( K Z) = (t)B: Vx,m, Vu,,,,, + (f,BT Vx,m, VY~ 
(91b) 
Plc) > 
2 
E,,(V,Z)=(C*/2) . 
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(3) A set of constraint equations of the E(3)-HV-TSP: Assume that all the 
(2M2(M - 1) + 1) elements Zk of 2 are variables. Then the constraint of the E(3)- 
HV-TSP consists of M’(M - 1) equations, which are specified by 
(1 f kl 6 M2(M - l)), (92a) 
E@‘(V 5 2) = El1 k(V 2) + E I 3 12,M2(M-l)+k(V, z) = o 
for all k = 1, . . . . M2(M - 1) (k # k,), (92W 
where fUrdonS E,,,k(V,Z)rE,,,,,,.,(Y,Z), E12,M2(M-l)+k(V1Z)~EE12,Xm,Ym(~Z) 
and E13( V, Z) are already specified by (87). 
Note that solutions to each E(k)-HV-TSP eventually turn out TSP feasible solu- 
tions in the 2M2 corners (0, I)““‘, since every constraint function takes nonnegative 
values and besides, can take value 0 only at the feasible-solution subset of (0, 1)"'. 
As seen from the specifications of the E(k)-HV-TSP above, the E(l)-HV-TSP is 
a specific form of the COP-VC (Definition 10) while the E(2)-HV-TSP and the 
E(3)-HV-TSP are both in a slightly modified form of the COP-VC where there can be 
allowed more than one constraint equations Rk( V, T) = 0 (k = 1, . . . . n). 
6.3. Solving the E(k)-HV-TSP with HN extensions 
6.3.1. Deriving HN extensions from the E(k)-HV-TSP by the standard method 
Since each E(k)-HV-TSP is substantially in the form of the COP-VC, we are able to 
apply to each E(k)-HV-TSP the standard network construction method established 
by Theorem 3. The method produces to each E(k)-HV-TSP a specific network that is 
also an extension of the HN and thus denoted by E(k)-HN (k = 1,2,3). Let us describe 
the specification of each E(k)-HN in detail. 
First of all, all the E(k)-HN (k = 1,2,3) share the following TS that is an extension 
of the HN TS (79). 
Vxm(f) =gx,(xx,(t)) = (&Cl + tanWXdWxkJ1~ (934 
xxm(t) = c c Txm,rn(t) Vrn(d - @m 
Y n 
PW 
Here each of TX,,,, Yn (t) is expressed by z,(t) (k = 1, . . ..2M2(M - 1) + 1) through the 
mappings (85) and (86) where three constants AT, B: and D* appeared on the 
right-hand sides of (86) are allowed to be assigned any values. Also, all the E(k)-HN 
(k = 1,2,3) share the following DS that is an extension of the HN DS (81): 
dV,,/dt = - 2V,,(l - Vx,)(Z(V, z)/aV.,}, (94) 
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where, based on (82) together with (84), (87), an energy function E( V, Z) of the 
E(k)-HN is specified as follows: 
E(Y,Z)~~E,(Y,Z)+E,(Y). (95) 
Next, each E(k)-HN has a different synapse DS, the specification of which is 
described as follows. 
(1) A synapse DS ofthe E( l)-HN. This system is specified by a differential equation 
system consisting of three equations as follows: 
dZr/dt = - {dE( I’, Z)/‘aZjj. (96a) 
Here the equation of (96a) is able to be replaced with the trivial differential 
equation, dZ,/dt = 0. 
{aE(K Z)PZ,}(dZ,/dr) + {aE(K Z)PZ,}(dZ,ldr) 
= - (dE( I’, Z)/iTZ2}2 - {i?E( I’, Z)/dZ3}‘, Wb) 
;; {aE:(K ZW’kn}(d~x,/dt) +; {WV’, Z)/~&)(dZ,/dt) =- E:(K Z). 
(96~) 
Here E:( V, Z) is specified by 
WV, Z) 3 E,(K Z)(l + W,)}, (964 
where G(Z) is defined by 
G(Z) = (f) { 1 + tanh(Z)} (96e) 
(2) A synapse DS ofthe E(2)-HN. This system is specified by a differential equation 
system consisting of five equations as follows: 
{aE( K Z)/aZk, > (dZ,,/dr) + {aE( V Z)PZ,,} (dZ,,/dr) 
= - (aE(K Z)PZkJ2 - {aE(K Z)/8Z,,}2 for (Zk,, Z,,) = (Zr, Z,), (Z2, Z,), 
(97a) 
F; {aE(‘)*(v,Z)/av,,}(dT/,,/dt) + {dE”‘*(C Z)/iJZ,}(dZ,/dt) 
+ {&E”‘*( I’, Z)/aZ,}(dZ,/dt) = - E”‘*( I’, Z). 
Here E(“*( V, Z) is specified by 
E(‘)*( I’, Z) = E”‘( V, Z){ 1 + G(Z,)}, 
(97b) 
(97c) 
;; {W,(Y z)P~xd(d~x/,,ldt) + {=:2(C zWW(dZ2lW 
+ {dE:,( V, Z)/aZ,} (dZ,/dt) = - E:2( I’, Z). (97d) 
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Here ET,( V, 2) is specified by 
ET,(K Z) = Erz(Y Z){f + G(Z,)}. (97e) 
(3) A synapse LX ofthe E(3)-HN. This system is specified by a differential equation 
system consisting of {2M2(M - 1) + 1) equations as follows. 
dC/dt = - {aE( I’, Z)/dC}. (984 
Here the equation of (98a) is able to be replaced with the trivial differential equation, 
dC/dt = 0. 
{aE(KZ)/dZ,) (dZ,ldr) + {aE(K Z)I~Z~~~M-,,+,}(dZ,z,,-,,+,ldt) 
= - (dE(K Z)/aZk)2 - {dE(K Z)laZM2tM-l)+k)2 
fork= 1 ) . . ..M2(M - l), (98b) 
;; (aE(kl)*(v, Z)laVx,)(dJ’x,ldt) +(aE’kl’*( v, z)/a&,} (dZ,,/dt) 
+ (aE (k’)*(Y, Z)/Z~M2(M-~)+k,}(dZM~(M-~)+kl/dt) 
+ {aE(kl)*( V, Z)/aC} (dC/dt) = - E (kl)*(V, Z) (1 < kI d M2(M - 1)). (98~) 
Here Etkl)*( V, Z) is specified by 
Etkl)*( V, Z) = Etk”( V, Z) { 1 + G(Z,,)} (98d) 
;; {aEck)*(v,z)lav~,}(dV~,idt)+ {aE'k'*(VIz)iazk)(dzkidt) 
+ {aE(k)*( v, z)/az ~2(~-l)+k}(dZ~~(~-1)+k/dt) 
= - Eck)*(V, Z) for k = 1 , . . ..MZ(M - 1) (k # k,). We) 
Here Eck)*( V, Z) is specified by 
Eck)*( V, z) E Eck’( V, a{ 1 + C(&)). Wf) 
6.3.2. The E(k)-HN solves the E(k)-HV-TSP 
From the general Theorem 3, we can assert that each E(k)-HN solves the corres- 
ponding E(k)-HV-TSP (k = 1,2,3), and thus yields locally minimum approximate 
feasible solutions to the original TSP. Here, we however demonstrate the following 
specific Theorem 4 directly in order to specifically reconfirm the correctness of 
Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4. Let the initial point (V(O), Z(0)) of the E(k)-HN (k = 1,2,3) be any point 
(v,, ZJ) E (0, UMZ x ( - co, + a~)~~; let Y(0) ofthe HN be any point Vo E (0, l)“*. Then 
the E(k)-HN produces a solution PAsv = ( VLM#, ZLM#) E {O, l}Mz x ( - cc, + CO)~~ to 
the E(k)-HV-TSP such that the HN produces a solution VLM#‘e (0, 1jM2 to the TSP 
when the HN parameters A*, B* and C* are initially set to ZLMX* produced by the 
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E(l)-HN while the remaining HN parameter D* is allowed to be initially set to uny 
positive real value. That is, the E(k)-HN yields TSPfeasible solutions VLM# in the same 
approximation level as the HN does. 
Proof. We will sequentially demonstrate a set of the following three conditions that 
ensures that the E( l)-HN produces solutions to the E(l)-HV-TSP (the remaining cases 
for k = 2 and 3 are able to be similarly demonstrated and hence omitted). 
(TSP-CONl) A set of all local minimum points PLM# z (VLM#, ZLM#) E 
co, 11M2 x ( - x , + 30)~ of E( V, Z) is identical with a set of all asymptotically stable 
points PAS s ( VAS, ZAs) E [0, 11M2 x (- x, + UZ)~ of the DS of the E(l)-HN. That is. 
E( V, Z) and VLM# satisfy the following conditions. 
(TSP-CONla) Any local minimum point PLM# 1s some asymptotically stable point 
PAS of the DS. That is, PLM# is some equilibrium point PEQ = ( VEQ, ZEQ) E 
co, 11M2 x ( - cc, + a~)~ of the DS, for which point P EQ function E( V, Z) satisfies the ,
following Lyapunov conditions. 
(TSP-CONla-LO) E( V, Z) is continuous on some neighborhood U of PEQ and 
differentiable on U - PEQ 
(TSP-CONla-Ll) E( V,‘Z) > E( VEQ, ZEQ) for all (V, Z) E U - PEQ. 
(TSP-CONla-L2) dE( V, Z)/dt < 0 along any trajectories (V(t), Z(t)) of the DS 
contained in U - PEQ. 
(TSP-CONlb) Any asymptotically stable points PAS of the DS is some local 
minimum point PLM# of E( V, Z). 
(TSP-CON2) At all asymptotically stable points PAS = ( VAS, TAS) of the DS, 
constraint function El (V, Z) of the E(l)-HV-TSP vanishes. That is, 
E,( VAS, ZAS) = 0 for all asymptotically stable points PAS = ( VAS, ZAS) (99) 
(TSP-CON3) The local minimum point F”# = ( VLM#, ZLM#) that the E(k)-HN, 
starting from (V(O), Z(0)) = (V,, Z,), produces as its asymptotically stable point 
includes a solution VLM# = VLM E {0, l} M2 to the E( l)-HV-TSP that the HN, starting 
from V(0) = V,, produces to the HV-TSP when the HN parameters A*, B* and C* 
are initially set to ZLM#* where VLM denotes some local minimum point of the 
objective function E2( V) of the TSP. 
(1) Satisfaction of (TSP-CONl). Let us examine conditions (TSP-CONla) and 
(TSP-CONlb) for function E( V, Z) sequentially in this order. 
(a) Satisfaction of(TSP-CONla): To begin with, let PLM# = ( VLM#, ZLM#) be any 
local minimum point of E( V, Z). Then PLM# necessarily satisfies the following 
condition for extreme points (local maximum or minimum). 
&E( VLM#, ZLM#)/d v,, = 8E( VLM#, ZLM#)/cYZk = 0 
for all X, m = 1, . . . . M and k = 1,2,3. (100) 
Moreover, we have from (85), (89) that El ( V, Z) > 0 for all values of V, A*, B* and C*, 
and thus have that 
Er(V LM#, Z’J’#) = 0. (101) 
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This is because if E,( VLM#, ZLM#) > 0, then at least one of aE( YLM#, ZLM#)/aZk for 
some k is positive, which contradicts the condition (100). 
In the meantime, any equilibrium point PnQ = ( VEQ, TEQ) of the DS complies, by 
definition, with the condition (dV,,/dt) = (dZ,/dt) = 0 for all X, m = 1, . . . , M and 
k = 1,2,3. It follows from (94), (96) that this condition is rewritten into 
2V!$(l - V;$){aE(Y EQ, TEQ)/aVXm} = 0 for all X, m = 1, . . ., M, (102a) 
%( VEQ, TEQ)/dZ, = 0, (102b) 
{%( PQ, TEQ)/dZ2}2 + {dE( PQ, TEQ)/aZ3}2 = 0, (102c) 
ET( PQ, PQ) = 0 (102d) 
It then follows from (96d), (96e) that condition (102) is further rewritten into 
2 V;:(l - I$) {&S( V EQ,TEQ)/aV,,}=O forallX,m=l,..., M, (103a) 
aE( VEQ, TEQ)/aZ, = 0 for all k = 1,2,3, (103b) 
E,( VEQ, TEQ) = 0. (103c) 
Consequently, since the set of conditions (loo), (101) for PLM# is sufficient for the set 
of conditions (103) for PEQ, we have proved that PLM# is some equilibrium point PEQ. 
For this local minimum and equilibrium point PLM# = PEQ, we then will examine 
the further particular conditions (TSP-CON4a-LO)-(TSP-CON4a-L2). 
First of all, condition (TSP-CONla-LO) proves to be satisfied since it follows from 
(84), (87), (95) that E( V, Z) is continuously differentiable on the whole domain of 
CO, 11 MZ x ( - co, + ~0)~. In addition, condition (TSP-CONla-Ll) evidently holds 
since PEQ = PLM#. 
Next we proceed to condition (TSP-CONla-L2). Differentiate first E( V, Z) with 
respect to t where (V, Z) = (V(t), Z(t)) indicates any trajectory of the DS. Then we 
have that 
W V, -Wt = cc{ W V, z)/a Vx,} (d Vx,/dt) + c (aE( V, Z)PZ,} (dZ,/dt). 
Xm k 
(104) 
Here we have from (94) that the first term of the right-hand side of (104) is 
transformed into 
5; {WV, z)PVxm)(dVxm/dt) = - ;; 2J’-x,(1 - VxnJ{=(K Z)PX,)~. 
(109 
In addition, it follows from (96) that the second term of the right-hand side of (104) is 
transformed into 
c (WV, z)/%c)(d&/dt) = - c {dE( V, Z)/CYZ~}~. 
k k 
(106) 
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Hence, by substituting the right-hand sides of (105) and (106) for the right-hand side 
of (104), we have that 
dE(V,Z)/dt= -~~2Vx,(1-I/,,)(dE(Y,Z)/dl/,,}2-~{dE(V,z)/aZ,}2 ~0, 
Xm k 
(107) 
since it follows from (93) Vfz [0, 11M2. 
Furthermore, it follows from (107) that the necessary and sufficient condition for 
dE( V, Z)/dt = 0 is identical with (100) for P L”# = PEQ. Moreover, it also follows 
from (84), (87), (95) that there exists some neighborhood U of PLM# = PEQ such that 
Un(V,Z)E(O,l}‘@ x ( - co, + 00)~ )condition (100) holds} = { PLM#} = (PEQ}. 
(108) 
Consequently, condition (TSP-CONla-L2) has been confirmed, and thence it is 
demonstrated that PLM# is some asymptotically stable point PAS of the DS. 
We thus have completed the proof of (TSP-CONla). 
(b) Satisfaction of (TSP-CONlb): Let PAS = ( VAS, ZAs) E (0, l}“* x ( - co, + ~0)~ 
be any asymptotically stable point of the DS. Then, PAS is some equilibrium point 
PEQ = ( VEQ, TEQ) and thus satisfies (103), which is the same as the extreme point 
conditions (lOO), (101) since I$:(1 - I’$-$ = 0 when (103~) holds and besides, 
aE( V, Z)/a I’,,,, = 0 only at VE (0, 1}M2 for any value of Z [lo]. In addition, it follows 
from (107), (108) and the definition of asymptotic stability of PAS that E( V(t), Z(t)) 
monotonically and decreasingly converges to PAS along any trajectory (V(t), T(t)) 
that starts from any initial point within some neighborhood of PAS. Hence, PAS turns 
out some local minimum point PLM# of E( V, Z); this completes the proof of (TSP- 
CONlb). 
(2) Satisfaction of(TSP-CON2). Any asymptotically stable point PAS = ( VAS, TAS) 
is also some equilibrium point P EQ = ( VEQ, TEQ). Then, that equilibrium point 
PEQ satisfies (103~) as described in the proof of (TSP-CONla). This demonstrates (99) 
in (TSP-CONZ). 
(3) Satisfaction of( TSP-CON3). Let P AS# = ( VLM#, ZLM#) = PAS be the point that 
the E(l)-HN, starting from (Y(O), Z(0)) = (I’,, Z,), produces as its asymptotically 
stable point. 
(a) We will first verify that the point Y L”# is the local minimum point of E( V) that 
the HN, starting from V(0) = V,, produces as its asymptotically stable point when the 
HN parameters A*, B* and C* are initially set to ZLM#*. 
From the proof of (TSP-CONl) above, PAS* satisfies (103) since PAS# is an 
equilibrium point PEQ. In addition, it follows from (82)-(84), (89), (95) that 
E( I’) = E( I’, ZLM#), 
and thus that 
X( v)/aVx, = dE( V, ZLM”)/,Vxn. 
(109a) 
(109b) 
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Since the trajectory V(t) of the HN starting from V(0) = V0 is unique owing to the 
well-known classical Cauchy’s solution existence theorem in ordinary differential 
equation theory(refer to Section 2.4), we have from (81), (103a), (107) (108), (109b) that 
VLM# is the asymptotically stable point of the HN with its parameters A*, B* and C* 
initially set to 2 L”#* that starts from V(0) = VO. Moreover, it follows that 
P*s# = (VLM# ZLM#) E (0, l}“* x ( - cc, + co)“@ because it is known from [lo] that 
the asymptotically stable point VLM# of the HN belongs to (0, l}“’ for any initial 
selection of ZLM#. This proves that V L”# is both the local minimum point of E(V) 
and the asymptotically stable point of the HN. 
(b) We furthermore obtain that the point VLM# of the local minimum point 
(V L”#, ZLM#) of E( V, Z) is also a local minimum point of E2( V). The reason follows. 
It follows from (94) that, along any trajectory (V(t), Z(t)) of the E(l)-HN, 
dE,(V)/dt = - 2 c Vxm(l - Vx,)(~E(K z)/avx,} (ME,/%,}. (110) 
Xm 
In addition, we have from (84) that 
~-%(VPVxm = D 1 dxu(V~,m+~ + Vr,m-11 ’ 0. (111) 
Y#X 
We thus have from (llO), (111) that 
dEz ( V)/dt < 0, (112) 
and besides, the equality holds if and only if condition (103a) holds. Furthermore, we 
have from (82) (95) that 
E2( V) = E( v, ZLM#), (113) 
since El ( VLM#, ZLM#) = 0. 
In consequence of the proof (a), (b) above, we have verified that VLM# is an 
asymptotically stable point of the HN and besides, a local minimum point VLM of the 
E2( V), i.e., a solution to the E(l)-HV-TSP. This completes the proof of (TSP- 
CON3). q 
6.4. The E(l)-HN compared to the HN as a problem-solver of the TSP 
The E(l)-HN ((43), (94), (96)) is a sample network derived from the TSP by our 
standard network construction method established by Theorem 3. From Theorem 4, 
we can summarize its peculiar features compared to the HN (79) (81) as a problem- 
solver of the TSP. 
(1) Solution feasibility. As we pointed out previously in Section 6.2.1, the HM has 
the major drawback that it can converge to TSP nonfeasible solutions. It requires 
careful selection of the HN parameters A*, B*, C* and D* as well as the HN initial 
point V(0) for the HM to converge to TSP feasible solutions; practically, it is nearly 
impossible by humans. On the other hand, Theorem 4 ensures that the E(l)-HN 
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always converges asymptotically to TSP feasible solutions that are local minimum 
points PLM# of E( V, T) and thus local minimum points PLM of E,(V) for whatever 
choices of its initial point (V(O), Z(0)). Hence it overcomes the major drawback of the 
HM. 
(2) Solution approximation. Since the E(l)-HN converges to the local minimum 
points PLM of E2( V), it achieves the same solution approximation quality as the HN. 
This also implies that, unfortunately, the E(l)-HN cannot overcome another major 
drawback of the HM that it can converge to nonoptimal local minimum solutions, not 
to optimal global minimum solutions. Our standard network construction method 
substantially has this drawback. Its overcoming is left for a big further study. 
(3) Computational time complexity. The HM is known as an innovative tool that, 
owing to its massively parallel processing, can solve the TSP extremely efficiently [ 1 l] 
compared to most previous optimization problem solving methods including the 
simulated annealing [ 121. On the other hand, the E(l)-HN needs to make much more 
calculation than the HN to achieve the advantage over the HN described in the item 
(1) above. That is, in the E(l)-HN, the synapse DS (96) for at least two variables Zk 
from Zas well as the unit DS (94) has to be calculated where the calculation of the unit 
DS (94) is almost equal to that of (81) of the HN. We estimate the computational time 
complexity of the E(l)-HN in principle as twice as that of the HN provided that the 
state-changes of the systems (94) and (96) are alternately calculated by computers. It 
thus depends much on future development of some new devices, like the HN circuit, 
that can efficiently make calculations of the E( l)-HN whether the E( l)-HN, or rather, 
our Model in general can advance to a practically effective tool for solving real-world 
optimization problems, not remaining entirely as a theoretical framework that helps 
network designers to understand systematically how to solve the optimization prob- 
lem with the neural network. 
7. Conclusion 
We developed the structural Model for the deterministic networks that is able to 
solve optimization problems. The model fully accomplishes the purposes of this paper 
for the problem-solving. First, it achieves independence from both individual applica- 
tion problems and network implementation methods. In Corollary 1 to Theorem 1 in 
Section 3, we uniquely distinguished the varieties of the network intrinsic structure in 
terms of the two freely selectable factors, its independent constituent functions and its 
Euclidean hypersurface dimension of the compatibility conditions. At times of the 
problem-solving, these two factors should, and actually are able to, be determined 
from application problems and network implementation methods. Second, it is 
unified. In Theorem 2 in Section 4, we demonstrated that it certainly includes two 
typical pioneer networks, the Hopfield network for combinatorial optimization prob- 
lems and the layer network for pattern classification/learning. Third, it is constructive. 
In Theorem 3 in Section 5, we showed one of the standard methods that systematically 
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construct from the given optimization problems with constraint the particular net- 
works in the Model to produce local minimum approximate solutions to them. These 
optimization problems include the continuous version of the TSP as described in 
Theorem 4 in Section 6, the pattern matching and the pattern classification/learning. 
In this consequence, the Model, in particular Theorem 3 based on Theorems 1 and 
2 and backed up by Theorem 4, expected to greatly relieve those who wish to solve 
optimization problems with networks of usually required time-consuming trial-and- 
error computer experiments to obtain suitable particular network structures. 
In Theorem 3 in Section 5, we described only one standard network construction 
method although we have recognized that there can be several other methods. For 
instance, there are some slightly modified methods to the standard one. One is that 
a part of the TS constituent functions (x, w) is derived from the DS constituent 
functions (I, v) by Corollary 1. Another is that the constraint equation R( V, T) = 0 
is incorporated into more than one synapse dynamical equations instead of the single 
one (68~) of the present standard method. We also are considering much more 
different alternatives where, for instance, other functions different from the one 
{f(K T) + NV, T)) in the standard method are mapped onto the Lyapunov func- 
tion L( V, T) of the dynamical system of the Model. It is left for a future study to pick 
out all these alternative methods exhaustively and compare them with one another. In 
addition, we also have to leave it for more challenging future work to extend the 
Model over nondeterministic networks such as probabilistic networks and adaptive 
networks as well as other wide fruitful classes of real-world optimization problems. 
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